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ABSTRACT

A new class of exact vortex dipole solutions is derived for surface quasigeostrophic (sQG) models. The
solutions extend the two-dimensional barotropic modon to fully three-dimensional, continuously stratified
flow and are a simple model of localized jets on the tropopause. In addition to the basic sQG dipole, dipole
structures exist for a layer of uniform potential vorticity between two rigid boundaries and for a dipole in
the presence of uniform background vertical shear and horizontal potential temperature gradient. In the
former case, the solution approaches the barotropic Lamb dipole in the limit of a layer that is shallow
relative to the Rossby depth based on the dipole’s radius. In the latter case, dipoles that are bounded in the
far field must propagate counter to the phase speed of the linear edge waves associated with the surface
temperature gradient.

1. Introduction

Steadily translating dipolar vortices, also known as
modons, arise as exact solutions in many geophysical
fluid systems (Flierl 1987). They can be viewed as a
robust pair of opposite-signed vortices whose mutual
interaction leads to steady propagation of the entire
structure. Vortex dipoles have been used as models for
cold-core oceanic rings (Flierl 1979), atmospheric
blocks (McWilliams 1980; Butchart et al. 1989), and
troughs and localized jets at the tropopause (Van Tuyl
and Young 1982; Hakim 2000; Cunningham and Keyser
2000). Applications to tropopause disturbances have
been limited by the fact that, except for Berestov
(1979), the available dipole solutions all come from
barotropic or layered models. For these applications,

the surface quasigeostrophic equations (sQG; Juckes
1994; Held et al. 1995) offer a most natural and simple
description of the flow, in which potential vorticity is
uniform away from the strong gradients at the tropo-
pause, and the tropopause itself is represented as a rigid
boundary. Models based on sQG have been applied
extensively to the midlatitude tropopause (Rivest et al.
1992; Juckes 1994; Muraki and Hakim 2001; Hakim et
al. 2002). Moreover, vortex dipoles provide useful ide-
alizations of localized jets at the tropopause even when
isolated, coherent dipoles are not present, as in a baro-
clinic wave [e.g., Fig. 4 of Plougonven and Snyder
(2005), in which the jet and associated diffluent region
downstream of the trough resemble the flow in a vortex
dipole]. In this note, we derive a three-dimensional,
continuously stratified modon for sQG. This modon is
the simplest model for a localized jet on the tropopause
that retains realistic vertical structure. Since the tropo-
sphere is of finite depth and typically exhibits large-
scale temperature gradients, we also extend the basic
dipole solution to a fluid layer between two rigid
boundaries, and to the presence of uniform background
vertical shear and horizontal potential temperature gra-
dient.
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2. The modon construction and the sQG dipole

We consider an atmosphere having infinite horizon-
tal extent (in x, y), bounded below by a rigid lower
surface (z � 0), and under the assumptions of constant
stratification and f-plane rotation. The dynamical equa-
tions of quasigeostrophy (QG) are advections involving
the interior potential vorticity Q and the surface poten-
tial temperature �s:

DQ

Dt
� Qt � J��, Q� � 0 and �1�

D�s

Dt
� �t

s � J��s, �s� � 0, �2�

where J( f, g) � fxgy � gxfy is the horizontal Jacobian
and superscript s denotes surface (z � 0) quantities
(Held et al. 1995). The horizontal winds U and V and
the potential temperature � are given by geostrophy:

U � ��y, V � �x, and � � �z, �3�

where the QG streamfunction � is obtained via the
three-dimensional Poisson inversion

�2� � Q and �z�x, y, 0� � �s, �4�

with decay to uniform flow (specifically in the case of a
dipole) imposed in all unbounded directions.

In the literature, the only steady dipole solutions for
a three-dimensional, stratified fluid are related to the
spherical QG modon of Berestov (1979). The usual
starting point for a modon construction is the assump-
tion that the potential vorticity (PV) and streamfunc-
tion satisfy one linear relation inside a region of
trapped fluid, and a different one outside. For the Be-
restov dipole the trapped region is a sphere of radius R,
and the linear PV–streamfunction relation is

Q � ��i� inside �0 � r � R�

�o� outside �R � r � ��
, �5�

where r is the radial spherical coordinate (r2 � x2 �
y2 � z2). The � coefficients are determined as part of
the solution process. It is also required that the wind is
uniform in the far field. Details of this solution are also
given in Flierl (1987). The essential property of the
Berestov dipole is that its dynamics are associated en-
tirely with interior PV.

Flows in sQG, in contrast, have uniform PV and their
dynamics are associated with a potential temperature
disturbance on a horizontal boundary. Thus in sQG, the
PV advection equation is satisfied identically by impos-
ing uniform interior PV (Q � 0). The dipole motion is
then determined solely through the evolution of surface
potential temperature (2).

The dipole solution is defined as a localized distur-
bance propagating steadily with speed Ĉ along the x
axis in a background uniform zonal wind Û. The total
streamfunction and potential temperature are ex-
pressed as

� � 	�x � Ĉt, y, z� � Ûy and � � 	z�x � Ĉt, y, z�,

�6�

where the localization of the dipole occurs by enforcing
the decay of the disturbances 	 and 	z as r → 
 and
z → 
. The steady-state condition is obtained from the
surface advection (2):

J�	 s � cy, 	z
s � � J�	 s � cr sin
, 	z

s � � 0, �7�

where c � Ĉ � Û is the flow-relative dipole speed and
(r, � ) are cylindrical coordinates in the moving frame:
x � Ĉt � r cos� and y � r sin�. The modon construc-
tion satisfies the condition (7) by specifying the linear
relation

	z
s � ��

�

R
�	 s � cr sin
� inside �0 � r � R�

0 outside �R � r � ��

,

�8�

where zero surface potential temperature outside the
dipole radius R is necessary for the decay of 	 as r → 
.
� more general relation, following (5) from Berestov, is
discussed in section 4.

The sQG dipole solution is thus obtained by solving
the linear system that consists of the zero PV Laplace
inversion:

�2	 � 0, �9�

with the modon relation (8) as a surface boundary con-
dition, plus far-field decay. There is an additional con-
sistency relation requiring that the circle defining the
region of fluid trapped within the dipole (r � R) be
itself a streamline of the flow—this determines the pro-
portionality constant � and embodies the only nonlin-
ear aspect of the solution method.

The inhomogeneous contribution in the dipole equa-
tion in (8) has a sin� angular dependence. It follows
that the streamfunction 	 must inherit the same azi-
muthal structure. The general solution of the Laplace
equation in (9) for this azimuthal structure has the in-
tegral representation

	�r, 
, z� � Rc sin
�
0

�

	̂���J1��r�R� exp���z�R�� d�,

�10�
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where J1() is the Bessel function of order 1 and 	̂() is
a Fourier–Bessel coefficient to be determined from the
surface boundary condition. The above integral is
known as a Hankel transform and has many properties
analogous to the Fourier integral, including an inverse
transform (Morse and Feshbach 1953). Substituting the
integral representation (10) into the modon condition
(8) and applying the inverse transform yields a linear
integral equation for the coefficient 	̂():

A���	̂��� � ���
0

�

K��, ��	̂���� d� � F ����, �11�

which is a standard form known as a Fredholm integral
equation of the second kind (Kondo 1991). Details of
the derivation are deferred to the appendix. The coef-
ficient A(), kernel K(, ), and forcing F() are given
by the expressions

A��� � �,

K��, �� � �
0

1

J1��s�J1��s�s ds, and

F ��� � �
0

1

J1��s�s2 ds, �12�

where these integrals are evaluated exactly using stan-
dard Bessel identities (see the appendix). The coeffi-
cient A() will be the vehicle for generating the dipole
variations of sections 3 and 4.

Numerical solutions for 	̂() given � are simply ob-
tained by matrix inversion after approximating the in-
tegral in (11) by a discrete quadrature (such as Simp-
son’s rule) over a sufficiently large interval (0 �  � �).
Radial profiles of the surface streamfunction (solid
line) and potential temperature (dashed line) are
shown in Fig. 1a. The Fourier–Bessel spectral ampli-
tudes 	̂() are shown in Fig. 1b (100 of 512 modes
shown; � � 256). The line indicates an asymptotic slope
of �7/2, which is the characteristic (Fourier–Bessel)
spectral decay expected when the � field has a jump in
the radial derivative.

The value � � 4.1213 is found by a simple root-
finding procedure that enforces the modon boundary
(r � R) to be a separating streamline (�s � 0). This
feature of the solution is apparent in the total stream-
function �(x, y, 0) shown in Fig. 2. As with other mo-
dons, the dipole’s propagation speed is simply propor-
tional to its amplitude. A positive value of c makes the
upper part of the dipole (Fig. 2) a warm, cyclonic
anomaly, which results in a modon that propagates
eastward relative to background winds.

FIG. 1. (a) Radial profiles of disturbance streamfunction (solid line) and potential temperature (dashed
line) for the basic dipole. The basic dipole streamfunction is scaled on Rc, and the potential temperature
is scaled on c. (b) Log–log scatterplot of Fourier–Bessel amplitudes 	̂() as numerically computed from (11).
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For a variety of flow systems, the stability of dipoles
has been inferred through time-dependent simulations
(Flierl 1987). We have verified that the propagation
and spatial structure for the sQG dipole, and the vari-
ants that follow, are robust within the sQG dynamics to
the addition of noise into the initial condition. The nu-
merical sQG simulation uses a dealiased pseudospec-
tral method, described in Hakim et al. (2002), and in-
cludes weak �8 hyperdiffusion. Unlike the analytic sQG
dipole, the numerical simulations assume periodicity in
both horizontal directions.

Figure 3 shows contours of � s at t � 8 from a simu-
lation beginning from an sQG dipole (c � 1; R � 1)
with superimposed initial noise in � s. The simulation
uses 2562 collocation points, a domain of size L � 8,
and initial Gaussian noise that is uncorrelated in space
and has variance that is 5% of the dipole’s maximum � s.
Even after propagating a distance of nearly 8, or one
complete circuit of the periodic domain, the dipole’s
structure is little changed from the analytic solution.
Longer simulations reveal similar, stable behavior.

3. Dipole in a finite layer

If the sQG dipole is to be a model for localized jets at
the tropopause, a natural question is how the finite
depth of the troposphere affects the solution. The sQG
formalism can be extended to a geometry that includes
a constant potential temperature upper lid at height H.

Still assuming uniform PV, the analog of the general
Laplace solution (10) for the layer involves only a
change to the vertical profile in the integral

	�r, 
, z�

� Rc sin
�
0

�

	̂���J1��r�R�
cosh���H � z��R�

cosh��H�R�
� d�,

�13�

so that � � 	z � 0 at z � H. The normalization in the
denominator (13) is designed to recover exactly the ba-
sic dipole form (10) in the deep-layer limit (H/R → 
).
This change to the vertical mode structure introduces
only a minor difference to the left-hand side of the
integral equation in (11) in the form of the coefficient

A��� � � tanh��H�R�. �14�

The streamfunction for the finite-depth dipole differs
only slightly from the basic dipole (Fig. 2). For a fixed
propagation speed c, however, the proportionality con-
stant � does vary significantly with the inverse aspect
ratio R/H, as does maximum potential temperature
� s

max normalized by the deep-layer value. Figure 4a
shows the computed values for � and normalized � s

max

as functions of R/H. In the deep-layer limit R/H → 0,
the value � � 4.1213 of section 2 is recovered. In the

FIG. 2. Contours of the full streamfunction for the basic dipole
in a frame in which the dipole is steady. The contour intervals are
Rc/2. Positive values of c correspond to an easterly incident wind.

FIG. 3. Contours of the full surface potential temperature for an
sQG simulation of the basic dipole that has been initialized with
small-scale noise. Despite the noisy background, the dipole has
very nearly returned to its center location after one transversal of
the periodic domain. The interval of the dark contours is 0.2 of
� s

max, and the light contours are at �0.02 of � s
max.
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opposite limit of a very thin layer (R/H → 
), the com-
puted � asymptotically approaches the barotropic value
of (z1)2H/R that is indicated in Fig. 4a [z1 � 3.8317 is
the first zero of the J1() Bessel function]. This asymp-
totic value is obtained from the derivation of the baro-
tropic Lamb dipole (Lamb 1945; Meleshko and van
Heijst 1994) whose streamfunction has the formula

	�r, 
, 0�

→ �Rc sin
� 2
z1

J1�z1r�R�

J0�z1�
�

r

R� inside �0 � r � R�

Rc sin
��
R

r � outside �R � r � ��

.

�15�

As an additional check (not shown), the computed
streamfunction (13) itself was verified to approach the
above Lamb solution with decreasing H.

This observation illustrates the general principle that,
in sQG, the horizontal scales whose Rossby heights are
deeper than the layer behave roughly as those of the
barotropic vorticity equation. The decrease of the nor-
malized � s

max, seen in Fig. 4a, corresponds to the fact

that, as the layer thins, weaker potential temperature
disturbances are required to maintain a fixed velocity
perturbation.

4. Dipole in a horizontal temperature gradient

The midlatitude troposphere typically has significant
baroclinicity. A background environment with a hori-
zontal temperature gradient and vertical shear can be
incorporated without introducing interior PV by adding
a constant vertical shear of magnitude � to the full
streamfunction:

� � 	�x � Ĉt, y, z� � �Û � z�y and

� � 	z�r, 
, z� � y. �16�

This modifies the surface potential temperature condi-
tion

0 � J�	 s � cy, 	z
s � y�

� J�	 s � cy, 	z
s �



c
	 s�. �17�

The second Jacobian form in (17) is obtained by replac-
ing its second argument by a linear combination of the

FIG. 4. Variation of the � parameter (thick solid line) for the two dipole variants: (a) finite layer and
(b) vertical shear. The thin-layer (H/R → 0) asymptote is shown (thin dashed line) in (a). Also shown
in both panels (gray solid line) is the variation of � s

max normalized onto the basic dipole of section 2
(� s

max � 9.24).
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original arguments, since J( f, g) � J[ f, g � (�/c)f ]. The
linear modon relation in cylindrical coordinates with
respect to the moving frame is now

	z
s �



c
	 s

� ��
�

R
�	 s � cr sin
� inside �0 � r � R�

0 outside �R � r � ��

,

�18�

where again the zero exterior condition ensures far-
field decay of the disturbance streamfunction 	. Using
the same integral representation as (10), the change to
the integral equation again involves the left-hand-side
coefficient

A��� � �� �


c�. �19�

For positive shear and westward propagation (� � 0;
c � 0), the left-hand-side factor A() is strictly positive
for 0 �  � 
 and numerical solution of (11) proceeds
uneventfully. The dependence of � and normalized
� s

max against �/c � 0 is shown in Fig. 4b. These dipoles
in shear have been observed to evolve stably in time-
dependent sQG simulations.

The �–� relation (18) is equivalent to beginning as
in the general Berestov construction (5) with an �i and
�� in (8). To see this, note first that nonzero �� implies
that the disturbances � s and 	 s

z as defined in (6) can no
longer be vanishing at r → 
. Rather, it is necessary to
introduce the Eady shear as in (16) with �� /R � �/c.
The result can then be rewritten in the form (18). The
zero exterior condition of (18) is required mathemati-
cally as the Hankel transform can only be applied for
disturbances that decay as r → 
.

For positive shear and eastward propagation (� � 0;
c � 0), unsuccessful attempts to solve numerically the
integral equation suggest that a singularity in the am-
plitude 	̂() develops where the factor A() is zero.
This critical value, c � �/c � 0, represents the scale at
which the propagation speed and vertical decay scale
exactly match those of the family of edge waves with
horizontal wavenumber c /R. We associate this singu-
larity to a resonance with the edge waves. A precedent
for such an interpretation is provided by the eastward
propagating dipoles on the sphere constructed by Verk-
ley (1987). These dipoles, in a barotropic vorticity
model, have a composite structure consisting of a cen-
tral dipole coupled to a far field of standing Rossby–
Haurwitz waves. A similar object occurring within the
sQG dynamics is the exact, standing-wave solution

	�r, 
, z� � J1��cr�R� sin
 exp���cz �R�, �20�

which satisfies the far-field condition (18) everywhere
on the z � 0 surface. In contrast to the dipole in the
spherical geometry, this sQG solution requires incom-
ing Rossby waves from infinity to conspire precisely
with their outgoing radiation to form the steady inter-
ference pattern.

5. Conclusions

Vortex dipoles are the simplest idealization of a lo-
calized jet at the tropopause, yet existing dipole solu-
tions pertain only to barotropic or layered models or to
dipoles with significant anomalies of interior PV. We
have developed a vortex-dipole solution for sQG that is
more appropriate to tropopause disturbances, in that its
dynamics are driven only by potential temperature ad-
vection on a single surface (approximating the tropo-
pause) yet its vertical structure extends continuously
into the uniform-PV interior. Rather than the algebraic
conditions produced by matching across the dipole’s
boundary in other dipole solutions, the sQG dipole re-
quires the solution of the three-dimensional Laplace
equation and yields an integral equation for the coeffi-
cient in the 	–� relation within the dipole. The basic
sQG modon can also be extended to a troposphere of
finite depth with uniform potential temperature at the
lower boundary, and to the presence of uniform back-
ground vertical shear and horizontal potential tempera-
ture gradient. Numerical simulations with the pseu-
dospectral sQG model of Hakim et al. (2002) indicate
that the basic sQG dipole, and the variants presented
here, are robust to initial background noise. However,
we are currently investigating the nature and stability of
similar dipole solutions for the primitive equations, in
particular for their interaction with inertia–gravity
waves. Other modifications not included in this Note
include a superimposed monopolar rider and an sQG
dipole in the presence of planetary vorticity gradients.
The construction technique also likely allows extension
to weak shear (Swenson 1986), tropopause deformation
(Rivest et al. 1992), and possibly, beyond QG correc-
tions (Muraki et al. 1999).
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APPENDIX

Details of the Integral Equation

The derivation of the integral equation in (11) relies
on the integral relations between 	(s) and its Hankel
transform 	̂():

	�s� � �
0

�

	̂���Jm��s�� d� and

	̂��� � �
0

�

	�s�Jm��s�s ds, �A1�

where m is any nonnegative integer index (Morse and
Feshbach 1953). The second integral thus corresponds
to the inversion formula that obtains the 	̂() coeffi-
cient for the integral representation of 	(s). Substitu-
tion of the integral representation (10) into the modon
relation (8) at z � 0 gives

��
0

�

�	̂���J1��s�� d�

� ��H�1 � s���
0

�

	̂���J1��s�� d� � s�, �A2�

where s � r/R and H(1 � s) denotes the Heaviside step
function, which is zero for s � 1. Note also that in (A2)
the (dummy) variable of integration has been replaced
with . Multiplying the above by s J1(s) and integrat-
ing from s � 0 → 
 results in the integral equation in
(11). Note that the finite limits of the integrals for the
kernel and forcing (12) are a consequence of the van-
ishing of the Heaviside factor for s � 1 (after inter-
changing the order of the right-hand-side integrals).
The Bessel integrals for the kernel and forcing (12) are
given explicitly by

K��, ��

� �
�J1���J0��� � �J1���J0���

�2 � �2
for � � �

�J1����2 � J0���J2���

2
for � � �

and

F ��� �
J2���

�
. �A3�
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